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Context

 How many of you work in a team?
 Are you also assigned to a project team or multi project team?







Talk to people
Go to meetings
Need information from others
Are responsible for creating / approving information
What you do is critical for project success

Classic Organization Chart

You know where you sit in the structure but
this is probably your work environment.

Becoming a “non-silo” world
Data – Information – Knowledge – Wisdom

What you really want – Project Views 24/7
Project Cockpit

7D Online/Offline
Plant Asset Navigator

PCTplus Project Information Platform
Project Cockpit

7D Plant Asset Navigator

Project Views
24/7
online / offline

online

Collect, validate,
control, track, trace,
early warnings & report

Expert & Design Systems
Authoring Tools

Company, International &
Client Specific Standards

PCTplus (Data, Docs & Models)

ERP Systems
eg. SAP

CRM &
PM Tools
eg. Primavera

Asset Taxonomies
Plant Structures, …

CAE/CAD
PLM/PDM

Class Manuals/
Regulations,
Standards, …

Doc Mgmt.
ECM /
Archives

Scada / DCS / MES
Laser Scans,
RFIDs, Photos

Client Codes
Tagging, PSP

How are you going to deal with changes
brought by digital transformation?
 Multidisciplinary team members
still must work together to a
common goal.
 The Science of execution is well
established.

 What is given little notice is the
Art of execution (Leadership,
Trust, Ownership, Teamwork,
Attitude, etc.)

Why the “Art” is important

Company Results in like industries or divisions within companies
are 18% - 33% higher when the right climate is present.
Source: McKinsey / Hey / McBer

It is the “Art” that controls the climate of a
company / project / team
Leadership, Change Management, Communication, Collaboration, Cultural Awareness,
Coordination, Conflict Management, Trust, Coaching, Team Building

Even in perfect BIM 7D world people still
have to work together and talk to each
other!

The Project Challenges Remain
Project Execution

Hand
Over

Scope, Cost, Time Schedule, Capacity, Quality, Risk, HSE, Environmental

Plant
Specs

Tender

Engineering

Procurement

Construction

Operation

Engineering Change Management
Customer, Partner and Supplier Integration

Main Challenges:

Maintenance

Plant in
Operation

Asset Management

Product Structure & Document Management

• Different codes & standards, tools and practices
used by partners, suppliers, customer, etc.
• No common structure or project design rules

• Complex division of work / divisions of
responsibility
• Concurrent engineering
• Multi Location offices and diverse supply chains
• Various engineering tools & information
management
• Continuous changes; regulatory, customer,
technical . . .

Main Tasks:
• Develop a common project language
• Define global engineering guidelines &
establish standard document libraries /
templates
• Integrate suppliers & partners to enable
concurrent engineering
• Establish transparent and integrated
controls to monitor key performance
indicators

The Science Is Here
Project Execution
Scope, Cost, Time Schedule, Capacity, Quality, Risk, HSE, Environmental
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Plant in
Operation

Customer, Partner and Supplier Integration
Product Structure & Document Management

Main Challenges:
• Different codes & standards, tools and practices used by
partners, suppliers, customer, etc.
• No common structure or project design rules
• Complex division of work and divisions of responsibility
• Short cycle times requiring concurrent engineering
• Worldwide engineering offices and supply chains
• Various engineering tools & information management
systems between departments, locations & disciplines
• Continuous changes; regulations, customer, technical

Asset Management

Main Tasks:
• Develop a common project language
• Define global engineering guidelines & rules, &
establish standard document libraries / templates
• Integrate and control suppliers & partners to enable
concurrent integrated engineering
• Establish transparent and integrated controls with
references / empirical values to monitor key
performance indicators

Change will be the constant of the near
future as we all go on the Digital Journey!
The best results will come when both Art and Science are
deployed and the artificial Silo thinking is broken down

Science

Art
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Supporting Quotations

Brian Muirhead
Project
Leader
NASA’s Jet
Propulsion
Laboratory,
Mars
Pathfinder.
Chief
Engineer JPL

“What’s the key factor in success . .
. . People! Openness to change, …
but mostly attitude. “The
breakthroughs … have come from
building a “team” based not on IQ
but on EQ.” Brian Muirhead
“Process does not deliver
projects. Leadership
does, and has to trump
process.”
Jack Futcher

“The quality of results from any
collaboration effort are driven by
trust and respect”
Jim Highsmith Jim Highsmith
Cutter Consortium
Author 3 Agile Books

“You can’t write enough rules to
manage complexity; … as risk
and complexity increases, it is
not sufficient. Leadership is
required.”
Hilary Mercer

“People strive when trusted; [this]
dramatically enhances their commitment
and skills, which benefits the project.”
Christian Placines

“Leadership is the most
critical skill; everything
else you can buy on the
street.”
Peter Wilson

What does research say:
What literature teaches and what PMs say they need:

Interviews and experience
revealed that PM
literature and training
focus on the science or
process of PM.

While the actual result is
insured by the “art” of PM.
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1. The art of project leadership: Delivering the world’s largest projects
McKinsey Capital Projects & Infrastructure Practice September 2017

